Vote: Who's More in the Image of G-d?
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As one wise Rabbi stated: "Only the Jew is in the image of g-d!". "The purpose of the Goyim (non-jews) is only to serve the People of Israel!"- Rabbi Schneerson.

DO NOT READ BELOW IF YOU ARE EATING OR SOMETHING!!! SUCH BEAUTY CANNOT BE CONTAINED IN ONE STOMACH!!

Therefore as bad goyim that tries to repent; I went online to find the image of G-d, so that I have something to wurshit. I am a wurshitter by nature when it comes to the chosen.

I tried hard to find all these beauties online. We have to realize the splendor and grace of g-d.

All of you sinners need to VOTE. Who is the cringiest beauty in which G-D ultimately expresses itself?

If you have more recommendations, of course post them.
1. Half Rat, Half G-d

2. Muhstar Gollum
3. G-D's TEETH

4. Souleater 101
5. G-dstroker

6. The Dinosaur DNA remains
7. Hereditary Beauty Spawn

8. The Growing Teeth Menace
9. The Top Prom Offers

[Note: Picture can no longer be found, it was of two extremely ugly Jewesses in prom dresses]

10. The Bigfoot's Illegitimate Son

11. "Make Nose Surgery a Human Right"
12. Sudden Torah Collapse

13. THE OBSERVER [G-DS WATCH ON MASTURBATORS]
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